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Aspen Grove Christian Church

MISSION VALUES
Aspen Grove Christian Church exists to Grow Followers of Jesus Christ through Worship, Community & Service.

Passion
What are we (AGCC) passionate
about? Are there areas of service/
ministry in which we are already
serving?

Purpose
Does our involvement in a mission
solve a problem? What are the
specific goals to be accomplished
& how/when will they be
evaluated?

Personal
Is there opportunity to make &
maintain relationships? Is there
opportunity to be a part of the
family at AGCC?

Commitment
What is the time-frame & financial
commitment involved?

Communication
Is there opportunity for regularly
scheduled reports & updates?
How do we communicate &
celebrate the win?

Alignment
How does the mission align with
our purpose as a church to “Grow
Followers of Jesus Christ…”

www.aspengrovecc.com

Prayer & Planning
God has given AGCC an incredible heart to love & serve our
neighbors in Franklin, Nashville, and around the world. While
AGCC has served & contributed to literally dozens of diﬀerent
ministries, both foreign & domestic, over the past few years, a
small team of passionate Christ followers met in Dec. 2017 to
prayerfully consider how AGCC might expand it’s emphasis on
missions. Out of that meeting rose an increasing desire to serve
others in ways that are substantial, consistent & clearly defined.
As a result, a list of mission values (see column on the left) was
created. The goal/purpose of these values is first to serve as a filter,
helping AGCC discover & determine what ministries/area of
service align with our own values. Secondly, the values help us
clearly define the kind of relationship we will have with diﬀerent
ministries/areas of service.

Next Steps
* First, as the values presented will help to shape our future
missions, please carefully review & pray over each.
* Second, if there is an area of service or mission opportunity
(foreign or domestic) that you feel aligns with these values, please
submit it to oﬃce@aspengrovecc.com
* Finally, after the team has considered how each of the potential
mission & service opportunities fit within our values, a detailed
mission plan will be presented.
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